Have students share experiences with staying at hotels or motels and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of staying in these places.

Discuss the reactions of the other hotel guests to Camille and Leon because of their size. Compare these reactions to comments often made to people who are shorter or taller than most (e.g., “Hey, Shorty!” or “How’s the weather up there?”) and discuss their feelings about these remarks.

**CURRICULUM EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:**

Camille and Leon owned an insect market and sold insects to other reptiles. Have students research animals that eat insects to find other customers for the Lizardos’ market.

Prepare two large charts with one of these sentence frames on each chart: “Being tall is helpful if you are ...” and “Being short is helpful if you are ...”. Have students draw and label pictures to complete the sentences and attach them to the chart.

Have students research books, CD ROMS, and other materials to compile list of animals that might be potential vacationers at Hotel Animal Too, Based on the animals in the story and illustrations, they will need to decide on a maximum size for these small visitors.

Work with the art teacher on a lesson in perspective drawing. Have students draw a picture of an animal (e.g., a bear) at a large size in the foreground and very small at a distance. Demonstrate how to add background details to show this perspective. In another picture, have students draw a small animal such as a mouse in the foreground, and a large animal such as an elephant, in the background. Discuss how perspective changes size relationships.

Have students imagine that they are viewing common objects through the eyes of Camille or Leon and draw what they see. They might draw such objects as a wristwatch, a spool of thread, a teacup, a ring, a feather, etc. “Two Bad Ants” by Chris Van Allsburg might give them some ideas about this type of perspective.

Have students write television commercials and newspaper or magazine advertisements for Hotel Animal. Discuss the types of information that appears in these types of ads. Perform the commercials and display the ads.

Solicit collections of matchbox cars from students, (Initial the bottoms so they are returned to the rightful owners when activities are completed.) Have students estimate how long an actual car is using the matchbox cars as an alternative unit of measurement. Invite students to problem solve ways to figure the actual number and try out their ideas.

Invite someone who is a train hobbyist, builds dollhouses or collects miniatures into the classroom to talk to the students about his/her hobby or do a demonstration.

**RELATED READING RAINBOW PROGRAMS:**

- Bugs
- Brush
- Digging Up Dinosaurs
- Owen

**RELATED THEMES:**

- Perspective
- Sandwiches
- Animals
- miniatures
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